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Writing TMS320C8x PP Code Under the Multitasking Executive

Abstract

The purpose of this document is to supplement the TMS320C8x Multitasking Executive (ME) User’s Guide and to provide useful guidelines for writing Parallel Processor (PP) assembly language or C code that can run under the executive.

ME tasks running on the Master Processor (MP) may issue commands to the PPs. These commands are requests for the PPs to execute a routine and then, optionally, interrupt the MP to notify the MP that the routine is done. The routine that the PP executes is a PP assembly language subroutine or a C routine. In order to write PP subroutines or C routines that run under the ME, it is important to understand the PP environment set up by the ME. Tasks running under the ME communicate with the PPs via a PP command interpreter. The PP command interpreter is a PP assembly language routine that waits for commands to be sent from tasks running on the MP.
Design Problem

How do I write TMS320C8x Parallel Processor (PP) code to run under the Multitasking Executive (ME)?

Solution

Introduction

The purpose of this document is to supplement the TMS320C8x ME User’s Guide and to provide useful guidelines for writing PP assembly language or C code that can run under the executive.

ME tasks running on the Master Processor (MP) may issue commands to the PPs. These commands are requests for the PPs to execute a routine and then, optionally, interrupt the MP to notify the MP that the routine is done. The routine that the PP executes is a PP assembly language subroutine or a C routine. In order to write PP subroutines or C routines that run under the ME, it is important to understand the PP environment set up by the ME. Tasks running under the ME communicate with the PPs via a PP command interpreter. The PP command interpreter is a PP assembly language routine that waits for commands to be sent from tasks running on the MP.

The main guidelines for launching a PP routine from an ME task are outlined below:

**MP:**
- ME task initializes command buffers in PP parameter RAM.
- ME task installs PP command interpreter entry point address as the PP task vector.
- ME task un-halts PP causing it to execute PP command interpreter.
- ME task installs ISR to respond to PP command interpreter interrupt when the command is complete (optional).
- ME task initializes argument buffers in PP parameter or data RAM.
- ME task loads command buffer with parameters and issues command to PP.

**PP:**
- PP routine written as a standard called routine.
- PP uses a9 or d1 as address of argument buffer.
- PP program returns stack to value upon entry to routine.
- PP program does not overwrite memory used by ME.
- PP program restores interrupt environment prior to exiting.

The remainder of this document details these steps.
MP Responsibilities

ME tasks use functions in the PP command library, mp_ppcmd.lib, to set up command buffers in PP parameter RAM, load the PP command interpreter on the PP, un-halt the PP, and issue commands to a PP by loading the command buffers. The PP command interpreter is a PP routine that is supplied with the ME in the library ppcmd.lib. Its entry point is PpCmdInterp. Once the command buffers are created and the PP is running the PP command interpreter, the PP command interpreter waits for the first command buffer to be filled by an ME task. The command buffers are allocated in PP parameter RAM at an offset of 0x200 from the start of PP parameter RAM. Each command buffer is 32 bytes long. This requires the PP programmer not to use this area of parameter RAM.

When an ME task wants the PP to execute a routine it issues a command to the PP command interpreter via the command buffers. To issue a command, the MP task loads the command buffer with the following items: (1) the address of the entry point of the PP C or assembly language routine, (2) the address of the argument buffer for the PP routine, (3) an optional interrupt code for the PP command interpreter to load into the cmdn word to interrupt the MP when the PP completes the desired routine, and (4) an optional message value for the PP command interpreter to load into the mailbox before interrupting the MP. (When interrupted, the MP interrupt service routine (ISR) reads the mailbox to identify the source of the interrupt and then clears the mailbox). The mailbox is at an offset of 0x0f0 in PP parameter RAM. This value is hard coded into both the PP command interpreter and the ME. PP user programs must not overwrite this location.

The complete command buffer is described in Figure 1.
The command buffer is a C data structure called PPCMDBUFF.

Since the ME tasks can start a PP routine on any PP, the location and size of the particular arguments for a particular PP may be determined at runtime based on processor loading. This requires the PP and ME programmer to establish a protocol for avoiding conflicts in memory usage since the location and size of the arguments for a particular PP are not fixed at link time. For example, one could restrict the PP routine from accessing parameter RAM entirely so that PP parameter RAM can be used for command buffers and argument buffers. As an example, the address of the argument buffer can be calculated and loaded into the command buffer in the following fashion:

```c
ASTRUCT *ppArg;
ppArg = (ASTRUCT *)
(0x1000200+0x20*numCmdBufs+(ppNum<12));
PpCmdBufSetArgs(cmdBuf, ppArg);
```

If another argument buffer is to be set up, say for the second command, then the ME programmer must know, or determine, how large the argument buffer is. This is easily accomplished using the C `sizeof( )` function. Then, for example, the second argument buffer can be placed in memory immediately following the first.

Alternatively, if a fairly static system is being designed where each PP always executes the same routine and the argument buffer is always the same, then the argument buffers can be statically allocated in a particular PP’s memory. This is done by having the ME task create a data structure that is linked into the particular PP’s memory. See Linking C Data Objects Separate From the .bss Section (Literature Number SPRA258), for details. The ME task still needs to load the argument buffer address into the command buffer.
Once all elements have been written to the command buffer, the ME task issues the command by setting the flag entry to 1 which causes the PP command interpreter to call the routine or subroutine specified in the command buffer. The following code segment is an example of how to start a routine on PP0 from an ME task:

Example 1. Code Listing

```c
#include ask.h /* incl header file for ME */
#include .h /* incl header file for PP cmd interp */
...
void ppFunc(ARG *); /* prototype PP routine */
...
PPCMDBUF *cmdBuf; /* create ptr to command buffer(s) */
...
/*
* create 2 command buffers in PP0’s parameter RAM, install PP
* command interpreter and un-halt PP0
*/
cmdBuf = PpCmdBufInit(0, &PpCmdInterp, 2);

/*
* load address of routine and argument buffer into command buffer 
*/
PpCmdBufSetFunc(cmdBuf, &ppFunc);
PpCmdBufSetArgs(cmdBuf, ppArg)

/*
* issue command buffer (set flag=1)*
*/
*/
PpCmdBufIssue(cmdBuf);
...
```

Once the ME task calls the PpCmdBufIssue( ) routine, the PP command interpreter reads the command buffer’s flag and starts the PP routine. If the ME wants to be interrupted upon completion of the PP routine, the ME task must request to be interrupted by the PP command interpreter. This is accomplished through the command buffer and requires that an ISR be installed in the MP to respond to the particular PP’s message (MSG) interrupt. (See the ME function: PpCmdBufNotifyIssue( ).)
PP Programming Guidelines

When the PP command interpreter reads a ready command buffer (flag=1), it reads the address of the argument buffer from the command buffer and places it in a9 and d1. PP assembly language subroutines can use a9 to read the arguments from the argument buffer while C routines expect d1 to contain the first passed parameter which in this case is a pointer to the argument buffer. The PP command interpreter pushes all of the registers it was using onto the stack and makes a call to the routine that was specified in the command buffer.

Entry Point

PP routines running under the ME can either be ASM routines or C routines. In order to create PP routines to run under the ME, the entry point (function label) must be made visible to the ME task so that it can load this address into the command buffer as shown in the previous ME code example. The .system assembly language directive and the C shared keyword make the entry point visible to MP programs for PP-defined ASM and C routines, respectively. The following two examples illustrate the use of .system assembler directive and shared C keyword for the previous example:

Ex2 (ASM)

```
(system _ppfunc
_ppFunc: d5=h *a9++
...
```

Ex2b (C)

```
shared void ppFunc(ARG *argPtr)
{
    int Acount = argPtr-imageSize;
    ...
```

All arguments are passed to the routine in the argument buffer and any returned value should also be placed in the argument buffer.
Accessing Arguments

The argument buffer, set up by the ME task, is typically a C data structure. PP C code can share that data structure via a header file for accessing the arguments from the argument buffer. However, PP assembly language routines have no way of sharing C data structures with C routines running under the ME on the MP. The PP assembler has facilities for creating assembly language data structures. The PP programmer can make the assembly language data structure match the C data structure and this will help automate accessing arguments. For example, consider the following data structure used by the ME to set up an argument buffer:

```c
typedef struct {
    int arraySize;
    int *arrayPtr;
    int result;
} ASTRUCT;
```

The corresponding PP assembly language data structure could be created as follows:

```assembly
    .struct
    sASIZE   .word
    sAPTR    .word
    sRESULT  .word
    .endstruct
```

To access the element arraySize (sASIZE in assembly language) use the following PP assembly language syntax:

```assembly
d0 = *a9.sASIZE
```

Register Usage

Since the PP command interpreter pushes all the PP data and address registers it uses onto the stack, the PP programmer is free to use all of the data and address registers for implementing their subroutine. However, it is up to the user to maintain the interrupt environment set up by the PP command interpreter. Since the address of the argument buffer is in a9 and d1 assembly language routines can use a9 to access the arguments and can disregard d1 while C programs, by definition, expect to find the first (and in this case, the only) passed argument in d1. Therefore, writing both C and/or assembly language routines are easily supported.

Exit

Since the PP routine was called from the PP command interpreter, the PP routine can exit simply as a called routine by branching to the iprs register. This is handled automatically by the C compiler for C routines. Also, assembly language routines must return the stack pointer to its position on entry to the routine. Again, this is handled automatically by the C compiler for C routines.
Summary

The file me_exmpl.tar contains a simple example of running a PP assembly language routine as well as a C routine from the ME. Figure 2 summarizes the concepts discussed in this document.

Figure 2. Graphical Description of the Concepts